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HOW DO YOU TAKE CARE 
OF TOMORROW?
DESIGN AS LIFESTYLE
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DESIGN VARIATIONS 2023 
DESIGN FOR FUTURE
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THIS IS DENMARK 
NORDIC DESIGN
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MUST-SEE 
EXHIBITIONS 
& TALKS
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Info and opening hours 

SEE YOU
AROUND MILAN! 

ALIVE IN TIME BY GRAND SEIKO
EXPERIENCE DESIGN
Instyle Showroom
Via Palermo, 16
17th – 26th April
An experiential space dedicated to rediscovering the value of time 
organized by Grand Seiko, a Japanese brand of high-precision 
watches.  A celebration of the value of ritual in Japanese culture 
featuring the tea ceremony in a full Japanese-style room 
surrounded by a Zen garden. There will be workshops 
(by reservation only!) in Shodo (Japanese calligraphy), Ikebana, 
(the art of arranging flowers) and Origami, (the skill of obtaining 
figures by folding paper).

To get prepared
Design Variations 2023

“THE AMAZING PLAYGROUND” 
BY AMAZON & STEFANO BOERI INTERIORS 
INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE

VISIONNAIRE
HOME SWEET HOME

Info and opening hours

To get prepared
Visionnaire Home Philosophy  

Visionnaire Design Gallery
Piazza Cavour, 3
18th – 23rd April, 10am - 7pm
In Japanese thought, a word exists – yūgen – that expresses a 
deep, mysterious sense of the beauty of the universe. Yūgen 
consists of finding our place in the world and feeling completely part 
of the space in which we live, identifying with it. Yūgen reminds us 
that we can live in harmony with the beauty that surrounds us, the 
space of our home. A home that for Visionnaire continues to take 
on the meaning of a place of happiness, a theater of daily beauty and 
a sanctuary for our intimate rituals.

FUORISALONE TEA CLUB BY CULTI
TEA CLUB FORMAT

To get prepared
Discover all about CULTI Milano

Dazi Milano
Piazza Sempione, 1
17th – 23rd April
The ideogram of the word “tea” goes far beyond the simple 
conception of a plant and can be translated as “harmony between 
man and nature”. Tea Club is a hymn to Italian and Chinese culture, 
which merge together to create uniqueness and harmony, 
expressed in the current collection of furniture and accessories 
designed. This concept of ritual merges with the idea of creating, 
coordinating and developing a highly innovative-design incubator 
in order to meet the concrete needs of Chinese manufacturing 
industries.

“SOMNIUM VIGILIAM” 
AN ONIRIC LOUNGE
SENSORIAL INSTALLATION 

To get prepared
Blank Design Studio
POLI.design

ADI Design Museum
Piazza Compasso d’oro, 1
18th – 23rd April, 10.30am - 8pm
The installation is intended to be a place of passage and rest for 
those who are experiencing the Salone del Mobile Week and the 
events connected to the FuoriSalone. The idea is that of a "Oniric" 
Lounge Area o�ering users a moment of relaxation, comfort and 
dream within the complicated days of Design characterised by long 
distances covered and countless visual stimuli absorbed.

RETHINK! “DESIGNING FAIR 
SERVICE ECOSYSTEMS”
DESIGN OF COMPLEXITY 
Spaces Porta Nuova, Archistar room
Bastioni di Porta Nuova, 21
20th April, 12am - 1.10pm / 5.30pm - 8.30pm
Rethink! is the first Italian festival about service design and 
innovation, produced and promoted by POLI.design - Politecnico 
di Milano. On April 20th, at Spaces Porta Nuova, we’ll talk about 
social justice, equity and redistribution of power, and how Service 
Design can strengthen these processes.

DESIGN X DESIGNERS  
POLIMI DESIGN  SYSTEM
Politecnico di Milano, Building B2  
Campus Bovisa, via Durando 10 
From 17th April, 10am - 7pm
Design X Designers is a large exhibition of educational projects from 
across the Design System of Politecnico di Milano: School of 
Design, Department of Design and POLI.design. The exhibition 
highlights multiple design sectors: from industrial product to fashion, 
from interior and furniture design to communication, without 
excluding services, brand and strategy, transportation and design 
engineering. The exhibition covers 1,500 square meters and 
includes design boards, models, prototypes and full-scale 
installations. 

DESIGN, DOVE VAI? 
POLIMI DESIGN SYSTEM@SALONE

...TOWARD NEW NARRATIVE PATTERNS! 
POLIMI DESIGN SYSTEM@SALONESATELLITE

FREE.DOM DESIGNED 
BY SIMONE MICHELI 
DESIGN OPEN AIR 

To get prepared
Interni at the FuoriSalone 2023

Università degli Studi di Milano, Cortile dei Bagni 
 Via Festa del Perdono, 7 
From 17th – 26th April
The University of Milan is transformed into an art and design 
gallery under the open sky, the purpose of the INTERNI 
exhibition-event is precisely to create interactions between 
various figures in the field. In the Cortile dei Bagni, three large 
installations by Simone Micheli, titled Free.Dom, simulate 
improbable cages with large meshes. 

ASSEMBLING THE FUTURE 
TOGETHER BY IKEA
FURNITURE DESIGN
Padiglione Visconti
Via Tortona, 58
17th – 23rd April
Among the highlights of this edition, Ikea celebrates its 80th 
anniversary with Assembling the Future Together, a journey that 
traces the various decades of the Swedish brand's life born in 1943 
through a selection of its most famous products, with a space 
entirely dedicated to the Life at Home Report, the annual study with 
which Ikea investigates how people live their homes. 
Special guest: American photographer Anne Leibovitz and Swedish 
lighting designer Anders Heberling.
Don't lose the IKEA workshop (in English), open to all students,
will take place the 18th of April from 2pm to 3.30pm at Padiglione 
Visconti, and will be followed by a dedicated tour of the Design 
Week spaces with a designer and a snack with IKEA products.

JAIPUR RUGS - A TRIBUTE TO BEAUTY 
AND CREATIVITY 
KNOTTING DESIGN
1. Salone del Mobile- Milan Fairgrounds, Rho (Milan)
2.  JAIPUR RUGS - Milano, Piazzale Luigi Cadorna, 4
(entrance from via Marco Minghetti, 8)
18th – 23rd April, 9.30am - 6.30pm
Jaipur Rugs, Indian company specializing in the design and 
manufacture of hand-knotted rugs, presents two collaborations 
with women-led design studios: Pavitra Rajaram Studio and Studio 
Irvine. Pavitra Rajaram’s Majnun collection celebrates the beauty 
of traditional craftsmanship, combining creativity and storytelling; 
with her Postorganic, Marialaura Irvine, investigates the material 
and its layering process, revealing a visual and tactile depth. 

Info and bookings
Fill the form to take part to the talks

To get prepared
Milano Design Week Rethink! 
Service Design Stories  

Info and opening hours 
To get prepared
Fuorisalone | Ikea's sensory journey
IKEA brings exhibition “Assembling the Future Together” 
to Milan Design week 2023

Info and opening hours 

To get prepared
Jaipur Rugs | Brand Page

Info and bookings

Info and bookings
To get prepared
Design System of Politecnico

Info and bookings

To get prepared
Design System of Politecnico

Info and opening hours 

Info and opening hours 
To get prepared
ALIVE IN TIME by Grand Seiko

SUPERDESIGN SHOW
HIGH TECH AND DESIGN
Superstudio
Via Tortona, 27
18th – 23rd April
A macro-theme ranging from sustainable and reuse materials 
research to avatars, from new talent to the metaverse, 
to investigate where design is going, and how homes, ways of living, 
and architecture will evolve in the age of artificial intelligence, 
augmented reality, and humanoid robots.

WE HAVE AN I.D.E.A.
INCLUSIVE DESIGN
BASE MILANO
Via Bergognone, 34
18th – 23rd April
This year's theme is We have an I.D.E.A., an acronym for Inclusion, 
Diversity, Equity and Accessibility, with the participation 
of creatives, schools, universities, institutions. 
The goal is to activate a reflection on the concept of democratic, 
plural and inclusive design, capable of involving people of all ages, 
abilities, gender and culture.

Tortona Rocks, Opificio 31
Via Tortona, 31
17th – 23rd April
Tortona Rocks, through a rich multidisciplinary program, recounts 
design as a lever to encourage alternative lifestyles in response 
to contemporary crises and emergencies, first and foremost 
the climate crisis. The great novelty of Tortona rocks is the launch 
of the first edition of the Altrove project, an urban incursion that 
goes beyond the boundaries of the Tortona area, to allow design
to reach alternative everyday places than the usual FuoriSalone 
exhibition tracks, starting from the Giambellino neighborhood.

ALCOVA 
Ex Macello Porta Vittoria
Viale Molise, 62
17th – 23rd April
For the first time in the context of Alcova, Danish design is present 
with a major immersive installation Curated by Elena Cattaneo and 
Laura Traldi, This is Denmark is a catwalk suspended over water 
where 15 companies (Aytm, 101 Copenhagen, Skovby, Fredericia, 
&Tradition, Aestep, Houe, House of Finn Juhl, Kay Bojesen, 
Kvadrat, Mernøe, Notes of Colour, Royal Copenhagen, Studio 
Roso, Carlsberg) representative of Danish design display their 
products like an archipelago of islets.

Info and bookings
To get prepared
Design System of Politecnico

Info and opening hours 
To get prepared
Superdesign Show

Info and opening hours 
To get prepared
We Will Design: We have an I.D.E.A. 
is the topic of 2023 edition

Info and opening hours 
To get prepared
Tortona Rocks 2023: design to address the challenges 
of modern life

Info and opening hours 

To get prepared
This is Denmark: Scandinavian design at Fuorisalone 2023
Fuorisalone 2023: "this is denmark" an exhibition on nordic 
design at Alcova

Salone del Mobile, Fiera Milano, Rho – 
Reception pavilions 13-15
From 18th – 23rd April, 9.30am - 6.30pm
The Design System will present its educational and training o�erings 
and research and service opportunities through this interactive 
exhibition that will feature visitor involvement and engagement. 
The public will find, and be able to collaborate with, students and 
collaborators from School and Department who will be grappling 
with the creation and finalization of an analog device that will help 
discover multiple answers to the question "design, where do you 
go?" 

Salone del Mobile, Fiera Milano, Rho – 
Stand A10
From 18th – 23rd April, 9.30am - 6.30pm
On the occasion of the 2023 edition of the Salone Satellite, 
the School of Design, together with the Design System of 
the Politecnico di Milano, is o�ering an installation that acts as 
a transmitting and receiving antenna, part of a cluster, collecting 
multiple design patterns and answers to the question posed, 
to be discovered through an analog device and listening to a sound 
narrative, for a choral composition of the polytechnic design 
culture. 

Moscapartners
1. Istituto Marchiondi Spagliardi
Via Noale 1, Milano 
20th – 22nd April, 12am-7pm
2. Palazzo Visconti
Via Cino Del Duca, 8, Milano 
17th – 23rd April, 10am-8pm
3. Circolo Filologico Milanese
Via Clerici, 10 , Milano
17th – 23rd April, 10am-8pm
Three di�erent locations across the city of Milan three exhibitions 
that explore di�erent perspectives on design and address the theme 
of how design could improve our future.

Cortile della Farmacia 
dell’Università degli Studi di Milano
Via Festa del Perdono, 7
17th – 26th April
A large interactive space starring the SWING installation by Stefano 
Boeri Interiors. Placed  in the Pharmacy Courtyard of the University 
of Milan, "SWING" is a special swing with a circular shape that brings 
together space, time and rhythm and is also meant to be a 
celebration of free time, an opportunity to rediscover the pleasure 
of lightness and fun also dedicated to online shopping for furniture 
products, today an increasingly simple and pleasant experience like 
playing outdoors.

To get prepared
Amazon presents "The Amazing Playground" 
at Milano Design Week 2023

SUGGESTED BY 

POLI.DESIGN

POLIMI DESIGN SYSTEM

DOT

https://dot.polidesign.net/chatrooms?roomId=63
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Visionnaire+Design+Gallery/@45.4729038,9.1948218,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c6b6df47c31f:0x1b783391cf313749!8m2!3d45.4729038!4d9.1948218!16s%2Fg%2F11c5_14380
https://www.visionnaire-home.com/v-inside/news/milano-design-week-2023
https://www.visionnaire-home.com/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/DAZI+MILANO/@45.4752122,9.1722165,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c1cba248b037:0x1214945c27949178!8m2!3d45.4752122!4d9.1722165!16s%2Fg%2F11rd7xx5qq
https://www.culti.com/en/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/ADI+Design+Museum/@45.4831219,9.1771694,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c1cab81c5d19:0xa652dcda8808bcc5!8m2!3d45.4831182!4d9.1793581!16s%2Fg%2F11j865xg9n
https://www.instagram.com/blankdesign.std/?hl=en
https://www.polidesign.net
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Spaces+-+Milan,+Spaces+Porta+Nuova/@45.4800456,9.1859309,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c134d01c43d9:0x73ae7e8294adaac1!8m2!3d45.4800419!4d9.1881196!16s%2Fg%2F11g6hz96xl
https://share.hsforms.com/1CB8KNraISnObersnGB-jtA4rs5n
https://www.polidesign.net/it/eventi/rethink-service-design-stories-4/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Padiglione+Visconti/@45.4517782,9.1584367,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c3e610af1551:0x99671a023433c394!8m2!3d45.4517745!4d9.1606254!16s%2Fg%2F11c6cbrhsj%A0
https://www.fuorisalone.it/en/2023/events/2844/Assembling-the-Future-Together%A0
https://www.ambientecucinaweb.it/fuorisalone-il-viaggio-sensoriale-di-ikea/#:~:text=Passato%2C%20presente%20e%20futuro%20dell,Visconti%2C%20in%20via%20Tortona%2058
https://www.ikea.com/au/en/newsroom/corporate-news/ikea-brings-the-exhibition-assembling-the-future-together-to-milan-design-week-2023-pube4d19920%A0/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Piazzale+Luigi+Cadorna,+4,+20123+Milano+MI/@45.468359,9.1754868,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c151dfc9f989:0xf5911881babfb060!8m2!3d45.4683553!4d9.1776755!16s%2Fg%2F11c22yjhh4%A0
https://goo.gl/maps/JfpxkyyM43fGkUv8A
https://www.instagram.com/jaipurrugs/?hl=en
https://www.salonemilano.it/en/brands/jaipur-rugs
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Cortile+Farmacia/@45.460342,9.1941298,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c7ac48fbbea7:0x287beff19f3ba670!8m2!3d45.460342!4d9.1941298!16s%2Fg%2F11h1rvmsnv
https://www.simonemicheli.com/interni-fuorisalone-2023-free-dom-designed-by-simone-micheli-universita-degli-studi-di-milano-17-26-april-2023/
https://www.internimagazine.com/fuorisalone-en/fuorisalone-2023-en/fuori-salone-2023-evento-statale-interni/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Building+B2,+Politecnico+di+Milano/@45.5058604,9.1646566,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c0e424912bf1:0x4ee774c18bbd382b!8m2!3d45.5058567!4d9.1668453!16s%2Fg%2F11gbkvzr4s%A0
https://www.fuorisalone.it/it/2023/eventi/3315/POLIMI-DESIGN-SYSTEMFUORISALONE-DESIGN-X-DESIGNERS%A0
https://dipartimentodesign.polimi.it/en/magazine/salone-del-mobile-2023
https://goo.gl/maps/JfpxkyyM43fGkUv8A
https://www.eventi.polimi.it/rassegna-evento/politecnico-di-milano-at-design-week-2023/?lang=en
https://dipartimentodesign.polimi.it/en/magazine/salone-del-mobile-2023
https://goo.gl/maps/JfpxkyyM43fGkUv8A
https://dipartimentodesign.polimi.it/en/magazine/salone-del-mobile-2023
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Superstudio+Events/@45.45175,9.1611517,17z/data=!3m2!4b1!5s0x4786c3e5e9ffe4b9:0x18bbe7e1c4a57ab2!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c3e5e9f60671:0xdeb826c859e8dc09!8m2!3d45.4517463!4d9.1633404!16s%2Fg%2F1hc45lxrd%A0
https://registration.superdesignshow.com/eng/
https://www.superdesignshow.com/en/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/BASE+Milano/@45.4524261,9.1620435,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c3e5e0b67503:0xa488d272992879e1!8m2!3d45.4524224!4d9.1642322!16s%2Fg%2F11c53k2k4
https://base.milano.it/en/we-will-design-2023/
https://base.milano.it/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/ENG_BASE_PR_We-Will-Design-2023.pdf
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Quattrocento+-+OPIFICIO+31+-+Milano+Space+Makers/@45.45148,9.1619556,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c3f53224b7e7:0x7d4db9c02a8e22a4!8m2!3d45.45148!4d9.1619556!16s%2Fg%2F11fkrt519b
https://www.tortona.rocks/opificio-31/
https://www.fuorisalone.it/en/magazine/focus/article/1139/tortona-rocks-2023
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Ex+Macello/@45.4565991,9.2218432,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c7615206bd2d:0x99208afa5c9ddeaa!8m2!3d45.4565954!4d9.2240319!16s%2Fg%2F11s1s65764%A0
https://www.instagram.com/thisis.denmark/
https://www.fuorisalone.it/it/magazine/focus/article/1132/this-is-denmark-design-scandinavo-fuorisalone-2023
https://gucki.it/art-design/design-designers/fuorisalone-2023-this-is-denmark-una-mostra-sul-design-nordico-ad-alcova/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Istituto+Marchiondi+Spagliardi/@45.4582095,9.0818621,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786e9fce8aa5bc7:0x4a2373bc089d3b4e!8m2!3d45.4582058!4d9.0840508!16s%2Fg%2F122jx1wn
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Palazzo+Visconti+di+Modrone/@45.4663733,9.1971721,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c15507795bab:0xd4780666e44adf0!8m2!3d45.4663696!4d9.1993608!16s%2Fg%2F121qyd26%A0
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Via+Clerici,+10,+20121+Milano+MI/@45.4672688,9.1850028,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c6ad7c6b2c7b:0x664b922444ca1aad!8m2!3d45.4672651!4d9.1871915!16s%2Fg%2F11bw4n1s1y
https://www.moscapartners.it/
https://www.fuorisalone.it/en/2023/itinerary/108/design-variations-2
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Cortile+Farmacia/@45.4603457,9.1919411,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c7ac48fbbea7:0x287beff19f3ba670!8m2!3d45.460342!4d9.1941298!16s%2Fg%2F11h1rvmsnv%A0
https://www.aboutamazon.it/notizie/sostenibilita/amazon-presenta-the-amazing-playground-alla-milan-design-week-2023
https://www.aboutamazon.it/notizie/sostenibilita/amazon-presenta-the-amazing-playground-alla-milan-design-week-2023
https://www.google.com/maps/place/In+Style+Srl/@45.4859929,9.1654355,14z/data=!4m6!3m5!1s0x4786c14af889d341:0x7c5b67d50cf2c495!8m2!3d45.4755333!4d9.1844971!16s%2Fg%2F1td6fbx8
https://www.fuorisalone.it/en/2023/events/2802/ALIVE-IN-TIME-by-Grand-Seiko#program
https://www.fuorisalone.it/en/2023/events/2802/ALIVE-IN-TIME-by-Grand-Seiko
https://www.eventi.polimi.it/rassegna-evento/politecnico-di-milano-at-design-week-2023/?lang=en



